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Project Nightmares is a horror story-driven adventure game that combines physical activity and
chance elements. This game is playable anywhere, on the couch or in the car, with a normal-sized

controller (about 3x4x5 inches). - Physical and mental challenges that take advantage of movement
and hand-eye coordination. - Two playable characters (step by step) but each player can change at
any time by touching a button. - Two types of play and three levels of challenge. - Each level offers

about 10 minutes to play. - From intense psychological elements to spectacular jump scares, Project
Nightmares is a terrifying story that will not leave you unprepared for anything. - Nearly zero voice
acting, a more atmospheric audio design, and a new performance for the scenes set in the Dream
Lab. - The sequence of events differs with each play and is completely random. - Each playthrough
provides a different story, a different experience. - The variety of puzzles, mini games, and flow of
events is intended to keep you playing. - Get ready to check things out the way you've never seen
them before! - Thanks for watching. We hope you have a good time! See instructions here: We also

recommend the following videos to get you started! #1. #2. WHAT'S NEXT: Now that you've
mastered the story of Henrietta Kedward, you'll need to unlock the rest of Project Nightmares by

playing through the game! After you've completed the story, you'll unlock the bonus game "Project
Nightmares: the All-Night Session" in which you'll play through the game in the Dream Lab, the

additional set of rooms designed just for us! You'll be able to access the Dream Lab at any time after
you unlock the All-Night Session, but you'll need to log in using the account you registered with
Project Nightmares to find it. Every time you play through Project Nightmares, you'll unlock new

items, collectables, and mini games! PRO

Features Key:
Design your spaceship!

Make The Old Crew The Space Traveller the way you want it! Build your crew spaceships,
stations and buy or lease modules to compete in preloaded challenges.

Team actions!
Your spaceship may be under the command of up to 12 players, each one a commander with their

own strategy and tactics.
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Money management!
Most of the challenges can be won with two clicks of the mouse! It is very simple and a brilliant way

to enjoy space sim fun!

How does it work?
Each mission takes 30 minutes on average. To play you will need to set your own timers. To win, you

need to have completed your game in less than 90 minutes or to be the last player.
Your astronauts will be awarded their points at the end of each mission in your team module. The

player who has achieved the most points will be rewarded!

Requirements: Win 7 / 8 / 10 / 10.1 / 11 / 12.x
3000mb RAM minimum. 250mb + for Mac.
1024x768 minimum.
Compatible with: Windows, Mac, Linux
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